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Abstract
The web provides nearly ubiquitous access to information, but access for blind web users requires the use of expensive, specialized software programs called screen readers unlikely to be installed on most computers. WebAnywhere is a self-voicing, web-browsing web application that
makes the web accessible for blind web users from most devices with web access. WebAnywhere requires no special
permissions or additional software to be installed on the
host machine, enabling it provide a self-voicing interface on
almost any web-enabled device. WebAnywhere’s interface
is written in Javascript, speech is retrieved from a remote
server, and sounds are played using either Flash or existing embedded sound players. This paper describes the performance and security implications of the system’s unique
design and how it has been engineered to provide usable
access anywhere. Specifically, we present prefetching and
caching strategies developed to make the system responsive
even on low-bandwidth connections and security considerations that replicate existing browser security policies.

1. Introduction
Blind computer users rely on software programs called
screen readers to convert visual interfaces and information
to aural speech. In addition to voicing content, screen readers also provide shortcut keys that make using a computer
non-visually and without a mouse both more efficient and
possible. Worldwide there are more than 38 million blind
individuals (more than 1 million in the United States) whose
access to the web depends on using a screen reader [29].
Popular screen readers are expensive, costing nearly a thousand dollars for each installation because of their complexity, relatively small market and high support costs. Be-

cause popular screen readers are expensive and because
most users do not require them for access, screen readers
are not installed on most computers. Some free alternatives
can be downloaded or carried on a USB drive, but involve
running new software on the host computer (often not allowed on public terminals). This leaves blind users on-thego unable to access the web from computer they happen
to have access to and many blind users unable to afford a
pricey screen reader unable to access the web at all.
WebAnywhere [7] is a self-voicing, web-browsing web
application that can be used by blind individuals to access
the web from almost any computer that has both an Internet connection and audio output. User studies with blind
participants indicated that they (i) saw a need for such a
system, (ii) were able to complete web-based tasks, such as
checking a web-based email account or looking up a phone
number, and (iii) wanted to use WebAnywhere in the future.
When users open WebAnywhere’s homepage it speaks
the contents of the page that is currently loaded (initially
a welcome page). WebAnywhere voices both its interface
and the content of the current web page. Users can navigate
from this starting page to any other web page and the WebAnywhere interface will speak those pages to the user as
well. No separate software needs to be downloaded or run
by the user; the system runs entirely as a web application
with minimal permissions.
WebAnywhere includes much of the functionality included in existing screen readers for enabling users to interact with web pages. The system traverses the DOM of
each loaded web page using a pre-order Depth First Search
(DFS), which is approximately top-to-bottom, left-to-right
in the visual page. As the system’s cursor reaches each element of the DOM, it speaks the element’s textual representation to the user (Figure 1). For instance, upon reaching a link containing the text “Google,” it will speak “Link
Google.” Users can follow the link by pressing enter. They

can also skip forward or backward in this content by sentence, word or character. Users can also skip through page
content by headings, input elements, links, paragraphs and
tables. In input fields, the system speaks the characters
typed by the user and allows them to review what they have
typed.
We used the following design goals while developing
WebAnywhere in order to ensure that it would be accessible
and usable on most computers:
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This paper overviews the decisions that we made in order to create a usable system that satisfies these goals. We
will first discuss the design of WebAnywhere and how it
is able to provide a self-voicing interface to the web without requiring software to be installed or special permission
on the host machine. The two key features of this are that
(i) speech sounds are generated remotely and then played
using generic audio players on from the browser, and (ii)
the WebAnywhere interface is written entirely in clientside Javascript. We will then discuss the prefetching and
caching strategies we have developed in order to reduce latency while retrieving speech remotely and next evaluate
those strategies in realistic settings. Finally, we will discuss how we have addressed security concerns raised by the
unique design of WebAnywhere.
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Figure 1. Browsing the ICWE 2008 homepage
with the WebAnywhere self-voicing, webbrowsing web application. Users use the keyboard to interact with WebAnywhere like they
would with their own screen readers. Here,
the user has pressed the TAB key to skip to
the next focusable element, and CTRL+h to
skip to the next heading element. Both web
content and interfaces are voiced to enable
blind web users access.

2. The WebAnywhere System
WebAnywhere is designed to function on most computers that have Internet access and that can play sound. To
this end, its design has carefully considered independence
from a particular web browser or plugin. To facilitate its use
on public systems with varying capabilities and on which
users may not have permission to install new software, functionality that would require this has been moved to a remote server. The web application can play sound using
several different sound players commonly available on web
browsers.
The system consists of the following three components
(Figure 2): (i) client-side Javascript, which supports user interaction, decides which sounds to play and interfaces with

sound players to play them, (ii) server-side text-to-speech
generation and caching, and (iii) a server-side transformation proxy that makes web pages appear to come from a
local server to overcome violations of the same-origin security policy enforced by most web browsers. WebAnywhere
consists of less than 100 KB of data in four files, and that is
all a user needs to download to begin using the system.

2.1. WebAnywhere Script
The client-side portion of WebAnywhere forms a selfvoicing web browser that can be run inside an existing web
2
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Figure 2. The WebAnywhere system consists of server-side components that convert text to speech
and proxy web content; and client-side components that provide the user interface and coordinate
what speech will be played and play the speech. Users interact with the system using the keyboard.

browser (Figure 1). The system is written in cross-browser
Javascript that is downloaded from the server, allowing it
to be run in most modern web browsers, including Firefox, Internet Explorer and Safari. The system captures all
key events, allowing it to both provide a rich set of keyboard commands like what users are accustomed to in their
usual screen readers and to maintain control of the browser window. WebAnywhere’s use of Javascript to capture a
rich set of user interaction is similar to that of UsaProxy [4]
and Google Analytics1 , which are used to gather web usage
statistics.
Web pages viewed in the system are loaded through a
modified version of the web-based proxy PHProxy [3]. This
enables the system to bypass the same-origin policy that
prevents scripts from accessing content loaded from other
domains. Without this step, the scripts retrieved from WebAnywhere’s domain would not be able to traverse the Document Object Model (DOM) of pages that are retrieved,
for instance, from google.com. Deliberately bypassing the
same-origin policy can introduce security concerns, which
we address in Section 6.

[28] because it is distributed along with the Fedora Linux
distribution on which the rest of the system runs. The
sounds produced by the Festival Text to Speech (TTS) system are converted server-side to the MP3 format because
this format can be played by most sound players already
available in browsers and because it creates small files necessary for achieving our goal of low latency. For example,
the sound “Welcome to WebAnywhere,” played when the
system loads, is approximately 10k, while the single letter
“t”, played when users type the letter, is 3k. See Figure 1 for
more examples of how the speech sounds in WebAnywhere
are generated and used.
Sounds are cached on the server so they don’t need to be
generated again by the TTS service and on the client as part
of the existing browser cache. For most efficient caching,
WebAnywhere would generate a separate sound for each
word, but this results in choppy-sounding speech. Another
option would be to generate a single speech sound for an
entire web page, but this would prevent the system from
providing its rich interface. Sound players already installed
in the browser do not support jumping to arbitrary places
in a sound file as would be required when a user decides
that they want to skip to the middle of the page. Instead,
the system generates a separate sound for each phrase and
the WebAnywhere script coordinates which sound to play
based on user input.
The system primarily uses the SoundManager 2 Flash
Object [26] for playing sound. This Flash object provides

2.2. Producing and Playing Speech
Speech is produced on separate speech servers. Our current system uses the free Festival Text-to-Speech System
1 http://analytics.google.com
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a Javascript bridge between the WebAnywhere Javascript
code and the Flash sound player. It provides an eventbased API for sound playback that includes an onfinish
event that signals when a sound has finished playing. It is
also able to begin playing sounds before they have finished
downloading using streaming, which results in lower perceived latency. Adobe reports that version 8 or later of the
Flash player, required for Sound Manager 2, is installed on
98.5% of computers [1].
To enable the system to operate on more systems, we
have also developed our own Javascript API for playing
speech using embedded players, such as Quicktime or the
Windows Media Player. The existing API for controlling
embedded players is limited and makes precise reaction to
sounds that are being played difficult. While programmatic
methods exist for playing and stopping audio files, they do
not implement an onfinish event that would provide a
programmatic method for determining when a sound has
finished playing. WebAnywhere relies on this information
to tell it when it should start playing the next sound in the
page when a user is reading through a page. We initially
required users to manually advance sounds, but this proved
cumbersome and caused the system to act differently based
on which sound player was being used. It was also frustrating for users to read a large section of a page as they
have become accustomed to doing using their usual screen
readers.
To enable WebAnywhere to simulate an onfinish
event for embedded sound players, the TTS service includes
a header in its HTTP responses that specifies the length of
each speech sound. Before programmatically embedding
each sound file into the page, WebAnywhere first issues an
xmlHttpRequest for the file and records the length of the
returned sound. The mechanism used to retrieve sounds
programmatically is the same as will be used for prefetching sounds, which be discussed later. WebAnywhere then
sets a timer for slightly longer than the length of the sound
and finally inserts an embedded player for the sound into
the navigation frame. Because the sound has already been
retrieved via the programmatic request, it is located in the
cache and the embedded player can start playing it almost
immediately - there is a small delay for the embedded player
to load and begin playing the sound. The timer is used as
an onfinish event signaling that the sound has stopped
playing and the next sound in the queue of sounds to play
should be played.

users viewing content on small screens [2, 8]. The AxsJAX
project [12] enables ordinary web pages and web applications to behave more like self-voicing applications by providing additional markup and shortcut keys through injected
Javascript scripts. These systems all work with and require
a screen reader to be installed, while, in contrast, WebAnywhere modifies content in order to provide a self-voicing
interface to the web directly from a web page.
Many existing products provide a screen-reading interface to web content (for a comprehensive survey, see [7]).
Most require users to either carry expensive mobile devices
with them or to download and install software on machines
that they visit. These mobile devices cost more than $1,000
US when the cost for both the mobile device and the screen
reader is combined, which many potential users cannot afford. Others may not want to be required to carry such expensive devices. Importantly, many public terminals do not
allow users to install new software and many existing screen
readers will not run on the diversity of platforms powering
web-enabled devices.
The remainder of this section first overviews available
screen readers that run as processes on the client machine
and then surveys self-voicing web pages that provide a
speech-enabled interface to a limited portion of web content.

3.1. Client Screen Readers
Traditional screen readers, such as JAWS [16] and
Window-Eyes [30], run as independent processes on the
client machine. These programs generate speech by querying separate processes on the machine responsible for TTS
conversion. Because the TTS service is located on the same
machine as the user, the speech is usually sent directly to
the sound card of the client machine, meaning the screen
reader does not need to be aware of the internals of the TTS
service. Because generating speech is fast enough when
only one user is requesting the service, the speech sounds
generated are not generally cached. The Firefox extension
Fire Vox [10] turns the Firefox browser into a self-voicing
browser. Like WebAnywhere, it is implemented primarily
in Javascript, but it also retrieves its speech from a local
TTS server. Its Javascript operates in a privileged mode,
and, therefore, can interact with the browser interface directly.
The Serotek System Access Mobile (SAM) [27] reader
designed is designed to run directly from a USB key on
Windows computers without prior installation. It is available for $500 US and still requires access to a USB port and
permission to run arbitrary executables. The Serotek System Access to Go (SA-to-Go) screen reader can be downloaded from the web via a speech-enabled web page, but
the program requires Windows, Internet Explorer, and per-

3. Related Work
Prior work has used transcoding proxy servers to modify web content in order to produce content that is more
easily viewed by users in specific groups, such as blind
web users using screen readers [15, 14] or mobile phone
4

mission to run executables on the computer. This product has recently been made freely available by the AIR
Foundation2 , who also provide a self-voicing Flash interface for downloading and running the screen reader. Starting this system requires downloading more than 10 MB of
data, compared to WebAnywhere’s 100 kB. WebAnywhere,
therefore, may be more appropriate for quickly checking
email or looking up information, even on systems where
SA-to-Go is able to run.
All of these existing screen readers are restricted in
where they can be installed both because they require the
user to have permission to install them and because each
will only run on a specific platform - JAWS, Window-Eyes,
and the Serotek tools require the Windows operating system and Firefox Vox requires the Firefox web browser to
be installed. As a web application, WebAnywhere can run
on most web-enabled devices, and remains agnostic to the
specific operating system and browser that is used.
A small number of web pages voice their own content,
but most have limited use as an accessible interface for
screen reader users either because the scope of information
that is provided is limited or because they lack an accessible interface for navigation. Talklets enable web developers
to provide a spoken version of their web pages as a single
file that users cannot control3 . Scribd.com provides a unvoiced interface for converting documents to speech4 , but
the speech is available only as a single MP3 file that does
not support interactive navigation. The National Association for the Blind, India, provides access to a portion of
their web content via a self-voicing Flash Movie that provides keyboard commands for navigation5 , but the information contained in the separate Flash movie is not comprehensive of the entire web site, which could be read by
WebAnywhere. None of these techniques use caching or
prefetching to improve the latency of sound retrieval. For
most sounds, users must simply accept any latency, while
a limited number of sounds are embedded into the Flash
movie itself, making interaction fast once the movie has
downloaded.

WebAnywhere

Prefetching

Fast.
Browser Cache (MB)
Slower.
Server Cache (GB)
Slow.
Text-to-Speech Server
Figure 3. Retrieving sounds involves caching
and prefetching on both the server and client.

portant factor in the system because it directly determines
the user-perceived latency of the system. When a user hits
a key, they know that the system has responded only when
the sound that should be played in response to that key press
is played by the system.
To reduce the perceived latency of retrieving speech, the
system aggressively caches the speech that is generated by
the TTS service on both the server and client. In order to
increase the likelihood that the speech a user wants to be
played is in the cache when they want to play it, the system
can use several different prefetching strategies designed to
prime these caches. Prefetching has been explored before
as a way to reduce web latency [21] and has been shown to
dramatically reduce the latency for general web browsing
[18]. Traditional screen readers running as processes on the
client machine do not require prefetching because generating and playing sound has low latency. Web applications
have long used prefetching as a mechanism for reducing
the delay introduced by network latency. For instance, web
applications that use dynamic images use Javascript scripts
to preload images to make these changes appear more responsive. The prefetching and caching strategies explored
in WebAnywhere may also be useful for visually rich web
applications.

4. Reducing Latency
WebAnywhere uses remote text-to-speech conversion,
and the latency of requesting, generating and retrieving
speech could potentially disrupt the user experience. Because the sound players used in WebAnywhere are able to
play sounds soon after they begin downloading, latency is
low on high-speed connections but can be noticeable on
slower connections. Latency of retrieving speech is an im-

4.1. Caching
The system uses caching on both the server and client
browser in order to reduce the perceived latency of retrieving speech. TTS conversion is a relatively processorintensive task. To reduce how often speech must be generated from scratch, WebAnywhere stores the speech that

2 www.accessibilityisaright.org
3 www.talklets.com
4 www.scribd.com
5 www.nabindia.com
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is generated on a hard disk on the server. While hard disk
seek times can be slow, their latency is low compared with
the cost of generating the speech again.
The speech that is retrieved from the client is cached on
the client machine by the browser. Most browsers maintain
their own caches of files retrieved from the web, and an
unprivileged web application such as WebAnywhere does
not have permission to directly set either the the size of the
cache or the cache replacement policy, and WebAnywhere
does not attempt to do so. Flash uses the regular browser
cache. Both the Internet Explorer and Firefox disk caches
default to 50 Megabytes, which can hold a large number of
the relatively small MP3 files used to represent speech.
The performance implications of these caching strategies
are explored in Section 5.1.

a weight corresponding to its order in the DFS traversal of
the DOM. This method retrieves speech sounds in the order in which users would reach them if they were to read
through a page in the natural top-to-bottom, left-to-right order. If users either normally read in this order and if they do
not read through the page more quickly than the prefetching is able to be performed, then this strategy should work
well. However, blind web users are known for leveraging
the large number of shortcut keys made available by their
screen readers to skip around in web content [11, 6], so it
is worthwhile considering other strategies that may better
address this usage.
4.2.2

The system could better adapt if it updated the nodes to be
prefetched based on the node currently being read. This
could prevent nodes that have already been skipped by the
user from being prefetched and taking bandwidth that could
otherwise be used to download sounds that are more likely
to be played. The DFS+Update prefetching algorithm includes support for changing its position in prefetching. For
example, if the prefetcher is working on content near the top
of the page when a user skips to the middle of the page using the the find functionality, the prefetcher will be able to
update its current position and continue prefetching at the
new location. When the user skips ahead in the page, the
priority of elements in the queue are updated to reflect the
new position. These updates make prefetching more likely
to improve performance.

4.2. Prefetching Speech
The goal of prefetching in WebAnywhere is to determine
what text the user is likely to want to play as speech in the
future and increase the likelihood that the speech sounds requested are in the web browser’s cache by the time that the
user wants them to be played. The browser cache is stored
in a combination of memory and hard disk, and retrieving
sounds to play from it is a very low-latency operation relative to retrieving sounds from the remote WebAnywhere
server. The distribution of requested speech sounds is expected to be Zipf-like [9], resulting in most popular sounds
already likely to be in the cache, but a long tail of speech
sounds that have not been generated before.
All prefetching strategies add strings to a priority queue,
which a separate prefetching thread uses to prioritize which
strings should be converted to speech. We explored several different strategies for deciding what strings should be
given highest prefetching priority by the system. The function of each strategy is to determine the priority that should
be assigned to each string.
To prefetch speech sounds, the prefetching thread issues
an xmlHttpRequest request for the speech sound (MP3) representing each string from its queue. This populates the
browser’s local cache, so that when the sound is requested
later, it is retrieved quickly from the cache. We next present
several different prefetching strategies that we have implemented. Section 5.3 presents a comparison of these strategies.
4.2.1

DFS Prefetching + Position Update

4.2.3

DFS Prefetching + Prediction

WebAnywhere also prefetches sounds based on a personalized, predictive model of user behavior. The shortcut keys
supported by the system are rich, but users frequently employ only a few. Furthermore, users do not randomly skip
through the page; meaning that, the likelihood that a user
will issue each keyboard shortcut can be inferred from such
factors as the keys that they previously pressed and the node
that is currently being read. For instance, a user who has
pressed TAB to move from one link to the next is more
likely to press TAB again upon reaching another link than is
a user who has been reading through the page sequentially.
Similarly, some users may frequently skip forward by form
element, while others may rarely do so.
To use such behavior patterns to improve the efficacy of
prefetching, WebAnywhere records each user’s interactions
with the system and uses this empirical data to construct a
predictive model. The model is used to predict which actions the user is most likely to take at each point, helping
to direct the prefetcher to retrieve those sounds most likely
to be played. An action is defined as a shortcut key pressed
by the user. WebAnywhere records the history of actions

DFS Prefetching

WebAnywhere and other screen readers traverse the DOM
using a pre-order Depth First Search (DFS). The basic prefetching mode of the WebAnywhere system performs a separate DFS of the DOM that inserts the text that will be spoken for each node in the DOM into the priority queue with
6

performed by the user and the history of the current node
types associated with each. The system distinguishes three
types: link, input element, and other. These actions were
chosen because they roughly align with the most popular
actions currently implemented in the system and could be
expanded in the future.
The probability of the next action actioni being action x
assuming that the next action depends only on prior observations of actions and visited nodes is as follows:

Average Latency (sec)

6

P (actioni = x|node0 , ..., nodei , action0 , ..., actioni−1 )

5
4
3
2
1

WebAnywhere uses the standard Markov assumption to
estimate this probability by looking back only one time step
[25]. Therefore, the probability that the user’s next action is
x given the type of the current node and the user’s previous
action can be expressed as follows:

0
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No Cache

P (actioni = x|nodei , actioni−1 )
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Figure 4. An evaluation of server load as
the number of simultaneous users reading
news.google.com is increased for 3 different
caching combinations.

All actions are initially assigned uniform probability.
These probabilities are dynamically updated as the system
is used and sounds in the priority queue are weighted using
them. To be specific, for each possible condition (combination of previous action and type of the current node) w,
a count cw (x) is maintained. The count for each possible
condition is initially set to 1 and is incremented by 1 when
the event x occurs in condition w. An event x is defined
as the user taking a specified action while in a particular
condition. The probability of each new action can then be
calculated as follows:

increasing load, while varying the caching and prefetching
strategies used by the system.
We chose to evaluate the latency of sound retrieval because it will contribute most to the perceived latency of the
system. When users press a key, they expect the appropriate speech sound to be played immediately. The TTS system and cache were running on a single machine with a
2.26 GHz Intel Pentium 4 Processor and 1 GB of memory.
To implement this evaluation, we first recorded the first 250
requests that the system made for speech sounds when reading news.google.com from top to bottom. This represented
a total of 446 seconds of speech with an average file size of
11.7 kB over the 250 retrieved files. A multi-threaded script
was used to replay those requests for any number of users.
The script first retrieves a speech sound and then waits for
the length of the speech sound. It repeats this process until
all of the recorded sounds have completed, reproducing the
requests that WebAnywhere would make when reading the
page. This script was run on a separate machine that issued
requests over a high-speed connection to the WebAnywhere
server.
We tested the following three caching conditions: (i)
both server and browser caching enabled, (ii) only server
caching enabled, and (iii) no caching enabled. Speech
sounds were assumed to be in the server cache when it
was used. Speech sounds were added to the browser cache
as they were retrieved. Figure 4 presents the results of
our evaluation, which demonstrates that TTS production is
the major bottleneck in the system. Latency of retrieved
speech quickly increases as the system attempts to serve

P (actioni = x|node
Pi , actioni−1 = w) =
cw (x)/ y cw (y).
WebAnywhere reweights nodes in the priority queue
used for prefetching according to these probabilities. Section 5.2 presents an evaluation of the accuracy of predictive
prefetching.

5. Evaluation
We evaluated the system along several dimensions, including both how caching improves the performance of the
system and the load that it can withstand, and the accuracy
and latency effects of the prefetch strategies discussed in
Section 4.2.

5.1. Server Load
In order for us to release the system, we must be able to
support a reasonable number of simultaneous users per machine. In this section, we present our evaluation the performance of the WebAnywhere speech retrieval system under
7

Node

more than 10 users. With server-side caching, this is dramatically improved. Client-side caching in the browser improves slightly more, although its effect is limited because
in this example because relatively few speech sounds are
repeated. Repeated sounds include “link,” which is said before each link that is read, and “Associated Press,” which
appears frequently because this is a news site. As we move
toward releasing WebAnywhere to a larger audience, we
will continue to evaluate its performance under real-world
conditions.
A number of assumptions were made that may not be upheld in practice. For example, the system will not achieve
the perfect server-side cache hit-rate assumed here, although both the server and browser caches will likely have
had more opportunity to be primed when users read through
multiple pages. Most users also do not read pages straight
through. As we have observed users using the system, we
have seen users most often skipping around through the
page, often returning to nodes that they had visited before, causing speech already retrieved by the browser to be
played again. In this initial system we have also not optimized the TTS generation or the cache routines themselves
but could likely achieve better results by doing so. Finally,
latency here was calculated as the delay between when a
speech sound was requested and when it was retrieved. In
practice, the Flash sound player can stream sounds and begin playing them much earlier. Despite its limitations, this
evaluation generally illustrates the performance of the current system and future development should be targeted.
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Figure 5. Counts of recorded actions along
with the contexts in which they were
recorded (current node and prior action), ordered by observed frequency.

5.2. Prefetching Accuracy
From this data, it appears that users are more likely to issue a keyboard command again after issuing it once. Some
commands are also more likely given certain types of nodes,
for instance users are more likely to request the next input
element when the cursor is currently located on an input element.
We replayed the traces in order to build the models that
would have been created when a user browsed using WebAnywhere in order to measure the system’s accuracy in predicting the user’s next action. Using the Markov model to
predict the next action that the user is likely to choose is
able to correctly predict the next action in 72.4% of cases.
However, simply predicting that the user will choose to repeat the action they just performed predicts the next action
in 74.5% of cases. Markov prediction is still useful because
it can quickly adapt to individual users whose behavior may
not follow this particular pattern. Its predictions also enable
prefetching of the second-most-likely action. The true action is in the two most likely candidates in 87.3% of cases.
Predictive prefetching is quite accurate. The next section explores how that accuracy manifests in the perceived
latency of the system.

This section presents an analysis of the predictive power
of the DFS+Prediction method described in Section 4.2.3.
To conduct this study we collected traces of the interactions
of 3 users of WebAnywhere in a study that we previously
presented [7]. In that study, users completed the following
four tasks using WebAnywhere: checking their email on
gmail.com, looking up the next arrival of a bus, finding the
phone number of a restaurant using google.com and completing a web survey about WebAnywhere.
In total, we recorded 2632 individual key presses. 1110
of these were not command key presses and resulted in
the name of a key being spoken, for instance “a” or “forward slash.” The system prefetches these keys automatically when it first loads. 1522 of these key presses were
commands that caused the screen reader to read a new element in the page. For instance, the TAB key which would
cause WebAnywhere to advance its internal cursor to the
next focusable page element and read it to the user. Using
this data, we computed the probability of each future action
given the current node and the user’s previous action as described earlier. Figure 5 shows the counts that we recorded.
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5.3. Observed Latency

Observed latency was again quite low for runs using the
high-speed connection. When using the dial-up connection, however, the results differed dramatically. On both
the GMail and Google tasks, DFS prefetching increased the
latency of retrieving sounds. This happened because our
participants used skipping extensively on these sites and
quickly moved beyond the point in the DOM where the
prefetcher was retrieving sounds. When this happened, the
prefetcher used bandwidth to retrieve speech that the user
was not going to play later, slowing the retrieval of speech
that would be played. Only the survey task showed a significant benefit for the predictive model of user behavior.
On this task, participants exhibited a regular pattern of tabbing from selection box to selection box, making their actions easy to correctly determine. Importantly, the prediction method did not perform worse than the Update method,
and both far outperformed both DFS and no prefetching.

The main difference between WebAnywhere and other
screen readers is that WebAnywhere generates speech remotely and transfers it to the client for playback. Existing
screen readers play sounds with almost no latency because
the sounds are both generated and played on the client. To
better understand the latency trade-offs inherent in WebAnywhere and the implemented prefetching algorithms, we
performed a series of experiments designed to test latency
under various conditions. A summary of these results is
presented in Figure 6.
For all experiments, we report the average latency per
sound on both a dial-up and a high-speed connection, whose
connection speeds were 44 kBps and 791 kBps, respectively. Although 63% of public libraries have high-speed
connections in the United States [5], a dial-up connection
may better represent speeds available in many communities.
Timing was recorded and aggregated within the WebAnywhere client script. The latency of a sound is the time between when the sound is requested by the client-side script
and when that sound begins playing. The average latency is
the time that one should expect to wait before each sound
is played. Because the system streams audio files, the entire sound does not need to be loaded when it starts playing.
Experiments were conducted on a single computer and the
browser cache was cleared between experiments.
We first compared the DFS prefetching strategy to using
no prefetching on a straight-through read of the 5 web pages
visited most often by blind users in a study of browsing behavior [6]. We did not test the other prefetching methods
because absent user interaction they operate identically to
DFS prefetching. On these tests, the average latency for
the high-speed connection was under 500 ms even without
prefetching and under 100 ms with prefetching (Figure 6).
Delays under 200 ms generally are not perceivable by users
[19] and this may explain why most users did not cite latency as a concern with WebAnywhere during a user evaluation of it [7]. The dial-up connection recorded latencies
above 2 seconds per sound for all five web pages, making it
almost unusable without prefetching. The latency with prefetching averages less than one second per sound, and the
average length of all sounds was 2.4 seconds.
Screen reader users often skip around in content instead
of reading it straight through. Using recordings of the actions performed by participants during a user evaluation [7],
we identified the common methods used to complete the
tasks and replayed them manually to see the effect of different prefetching strategies on these tasks. Recording and
then replaying actions in order to test web performance under varying strategies has been done before [17]. The prefetching strategies tested were DFS-DOM traversal, DFS
with dynamic updating and Markov model prediction.

6. Security
WebAnywhere enables users to browse arbitrary web
content, and that content must be considered untrusted. Because WebAnywhere is a web application running inside
the browser with no special permissions, it lacks many of
the usual mechanisms that web browsers use to enforce security. In this section, we describe the security concerns
resulting from our engineering decisions in building WebAnywhere and the steps we have taken to address them.

6.1. Enforcing the Same-Origin Policy
The primary security policy that web browsers enforce is
called the same-origin policy, which prevents scripts loaded
from one web domain from accessing scripts or documents
loaded from another domain [24]. This policy restricts
scripts from google.com from accessing content on, for instance, yahoo.com. To enable WebAnywhere to access and
voice the contents of the pages its users want to visit, the
system retrieves all web content through a web proxy in order to bypass the same-origin restriction. This makes all
content appear to originate from the WebAnywhere domain
(for these examples, assume wadomain.org) and affords the
WebAnywhere script access to that content.
Although violating the same-origin policy enables WebAnywhere to operate, it also gives malicious web sites an
opportunity to violate the security guarantees that users expect, potentially accessing information to which they should
not have access. We advise users not to access important
personal information while using WebAnywhere, but want
users to have access to private information contained in such
resources as online email accounts or calendars.
WebAnywhere cannot directly enforce the same-origin
policy, and so it instead ensures that all content retrieved
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Figure 6. Average latency per sound using different prefetching strategies. The first set contains
tasks performed by participants in our user evaluation, including results for prefetching strategies
that are based on user behavior. The second set contains five popular sites, read straight through
from top to bottom, with and without DFS prefetching. (Note the different scales.)
that should be isolated based on the same-origin policy originates from a different domain. This is done by prepending
the original domain of a resource onto its existing domain.
For instance, content from yahoo.com is made to originate
from yahoo.com.wadomain.org. WebAnywhere rewrites all
URLs in this way, causing the browser to correctly enforce
the same-origin policy for the content viewed.
All requests to open new pages and URL references
within retrieved pages are rewritten to point to the proper
domain. The web proxy server enforces that a request for
web content located on domain d must originate from the
d.wadomain.org domain. WebAnywhere is able to respond
to requests for any domain, regardless of the subdomain
supplied, through the use of a wildcard DNS record [20]
for *.wadomain.org that directs all such requests to WebAnywhere. The WebAnywhere script and the Flash sound
player must also originate from the the d.wadomain.org domain, and so they are reloaded. This 100 KB download need
only occur when users browse to a new domain.

Browser cookies also have access restrictions designed to prevent unauthorized scripts from accessing
them [22]. The PHProxy web proxy used by WebAnywhere keeps track of the cookies assigned by each domain and only sends cookies set by a domain to that domain. This is not entirely sufficient. Access to cookies is controlled both by the domain and path listed
when a cookie is set as determined by the web page
that sets each. Future versions of WebAnywhere will
modify the domain and the path requested by the cookie
to match its location in WebAnywhere.
For example, the URL www.domain.com/articles/index.php will appear to come from www.domain.com.wadomain.org/webproxy/articles/index.php using the URL rewriting supported
by the Apache web server. The domain and path of the SetCookie request could be adjusted accordingly.
Others have attempted to detect malicious Javascript in
the browser client [13], but this relies on potentially malicious Javascript code being isolated from code within the
10

7. Future Work

browser. The WebAnywhere Javascript runs in the same security context as the potentially malicious code. BrowserShield describes a method for rewriting static web pages in
order to enforce run-time checks for security vulnerabilities with Javascript scripts [23]. It is targeted at protecting
against generalized threats and is, therefore, a fairly heavyweight option. The same-origin policy is our main concern
because it is the security policy that we removed by introducing the web proxy. We believe the approach here could
be used more generally by web proxies in order to make
them less vulnerable to violations of the same-origin policy.

We plan to release WebAnywhere to everyone so that
blind web users and web developers can use it to both access the web from anywhere they happen to be and to create more accessible content. As users begin using the system, we will be given the opportunity to further analyze the
effects of our caching, prefetching, and security improvements at larger scales. To support these additional users, we
will modify our application to run on multiple machines.
The design of WebAnywhere is quite parallel and naturally
divides into separate components that could be hosted on
separate servers. Because our experiments with server load
demonstrated that the TTS service is currently the limiting
factor of the system we will seek to concentrate our efforts
on optimizing this component.
Participants in our initial user study of the system requested several features that are offered by other screen
readers but which are currently unavailable in WebAnywhere. Many of these requests involved new keyboard
shortcuts and functionality, but several involved producing different, individualized speech sounds. Implementing
these features in a straightforward way has the potential to
reduce the efficacy of the prefetching and caching strategies
employed by the system. For instance, users requested that
the system use a voice that is more preferred by them; popular screen readers offer tens of voices form which users
can choose. Others asked for the ability to set the speech
rate to a custom level. Because using a screen reader can
be inefficient, many users speed up the rate of the speech
that is read by two times or more. Many users, however, do
not prefer this because speech can be difficult to understand
at high speeds. Both of these improvements will cause the
speech played by the system to less frequently be located
in its cache, and, therefore, the value of these features will
need to be balanced by their performance implications. We
also plan to explore the option of switching to client-side
TTS when users both have the permission to use it and it is
available. Several operating systems have native support for
TTS that WebAnywhere could leverage when permitted.

6.2. Remaining Concerns
Fixing the same-origin policy vulnerability created by
WebAnywhere was of primary importance to us, but other
concerns remain. The first is that in order to work for secure
web sites, WebAnywhere must intercept and decode secure
connections made by users of the system before forwarding
them on. When a secure request is made, the web proxy establishes a separate secure connection with both the client
and the server. The data is unencrypted on the WebAnywhere server. All accesses to WebAnywhere are made over
its SSL-enabled web server, but users still must trust that the
WebAnywhere server is secure and, therefore, may want to
avoid connecting to secure sites using the system.
The second concern that remains unresolved is the opportunity for sites to use phishing to misrepresent their identity, potentially tricking users into giving up personal information. Although phishing is a problem general to web
browsing, the unique design of WebAnywhere makes phishing potentially more difficult to detect. A web page could
override the WebAnywhere script used to play speech and
prevent users from discovering the real origin of the web
page. For instance, as the system currently exists, a malicious site could override the commands in WebAnywhere
used to speak the current URL, preventing a user from discovering the real web address they are visiting. Future versions of WebAnywhere will include protections like those
in BrowserShield [23] to enforce runtime checks to ensure
the WebAnywhere functions have not been altered.
Finally, because content that has been read previously
is cached on the server, malicious users could determine
what other users have had read to them, possibly exposing private information. While this problem is shared by
all proxy-based systems, WebAnywhere enables it at a finer
granularity than most other systems, which is potentially
more revealing. For instance, if a user visits a page that contains their credit card number, it is likely that the system will
choose to generate a separate speech sound for their number. A malicious user could repeatedly query the system for
credit card numbers and isolate those that are retrieved most
quickly. We have partially addressed this problem by not
caching sounds that originate from secure web addresses.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the unique architecture
of the WebAnywhere self-voicing, web-browsing web application. The WebAnywhere web-based, self-voicing web
browser enables blind individuals otherwise unable to afford a screen reader and blind individuals on-the-go to access the web from any computer that happens to be available. The system is designed to be available, usable and
secure on most computers with both a web browser and the
ability to play sound. Fulfilling those requirements necessitated moving text-to-speech functionality to a remote server,
which resulted in latency of sound retrieval that hurt the user
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experience. We introduced and tested caching and prefetching methods designed to improve latency and showed that
they can make the system usable even on low-bandwidth
connections. To enable the system to read arbitrary web
content, we utilized a web proxy that introduced new security concerns. We described improvements to security that
will help ensure that security policies enforced by existing
browsers will be supported by WebAnywhere as well. Our
experiences will be useful to anyone implementing either a
self-voicing or highly-interactive web application.
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